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Version of Record online: 18 JUN 2015 | DOI: 10.1002/tea.21265
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Science Education
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Development of an Empirically Based Learning Performances Framework for Third-Grade Students’ Model-Based Explanations About Plant Processes (pages 961–982)
LAURA ZANGORI and CORY T. FORBES
Version of Record online: 16 AUG 2016 | DOI: 10.1002/sce.21238
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**Case Study: Teaching Nature of Science Through Scientific Models: The Geocentric vs. Heliocentric Cosmology**
By: Matthew Price and Michael Rogers
International Journal of Mathematical Education in Science and Technology
*Volume 47, Issue 8*

Assigning mathematics instruction time in secondary schools: what are the influential factors?
Mark Prendergast & Niamh O'Meara
Pages: 1137-1155

The use of concrete learning objects taken from the history of mathematics in mathematics education
Suphi Önder Bütüner
Pages: 1156-1178

Mathematics teachers’ conceptions and constraints for changing teaching practices in Brazilian higher education: an analysis through activity theory
Dilhermando Ferreira Campos & Márcia Maria Fusaro Pinto
Pages: 1179-1205

Creative and algorithmic mathematical reasoning: effects of transfer-appropriate processing and effortful struggle
Bert Jonsson, Yagmur C. Kulaksiz & Johan Lithner
Pages: 1206-1225

The standard proof, the elegant proof, and the proof without words of tasks in geometry, and their dynamic investigation
Avi Sigler, Ruti Segal & Moshe Stupel
Pages: 1226-1243

A modularized tablet-based approach to preparation for remedial mathematics
K. Andrew Parker
Pages: 1244-1260

Teaching ideas and activities for classroom: integrating technology into the pedagogy of integral calculus and the approximation of definite integrals
Gunhan Caglayan
Pages: 1261-1279
Research in Mathematics Education

Volume 18, Issue 3

Studying advanced mathematics in England: findings from a survey of student choices and attitudes
Andrew Noyes & Michael Adkins
Pages: 231-248

Paraprofessionals in Cyprus and England: perceptions of their role in supporting primary school mathematics
Andreas O. Kyriakides & Jenny Houssart
Pages: 249-266

Learning activities and discourses in mathematics teachers' synchronous oral communication online
Eva-Lena Erixon
Pages: 267-282

√9 = ? The answer depends on your lecturer
Igor' Kontorovich
Pages: 283-298

Developing flexible procedural knowledge in undergraduate calculus
Wes Maciejewski & Jon R. Star
Pages: 299-316

Mathematical mindsets: unleashing students' potential through creative math, inspiring messages and innovative teaching
Victoria Simms
Pages: 317-320
Journal for Research in Mathematics Education

Volume 47, Issue 5

Research Commentary: From Effective Curricula Toward Effective Curriculum Use
Megan Westwood Taylor Sonoma State University

“Our Issues, Our People—Math as Our Weapon”: Critical Mathematics in a Chicago Neighborhood High School
Eric “Rico” Gutstein University of Illinois at Chicago

Making Mathematical Practices Explicit in Urban Middle and High School Mathematics Classrooms
Sarah Kate Selling University of Utah

Book Review: Scaling Mathematics Education
Reviewed by Bharath Sriraman, University of Montana
Journal of Stem Teacher (Online)
(Current issue fall of 2016)
International Journal of Research in Undergrad Mathematics Education

Volume 2, Issue 3

The Development of a Function Concept Inventory
Ann O'Shea, Sinéad Breen, Barbara Jaworski

Gender Differences in the Level of Engagement with Mathematics Support in Higher Education in Ireland
Eabhnat Ní Fhloinn, O. Fitzmaurice

Student Conceptions of What it Means to Base a Proof on an Informal Argument
Dov Zazkis, Matthew Villanueva

Conceptualization of the Continuum, an Educational Challenge for Undergraduate Students
Viviane Durand-Guerrier

The Interplay Between Mathematicians’ Conceptual and Ideational Mathematics about Continuity of Complex-Valued Functions
Hortensia Soto-Johnson, Brent Hancock
Journal of Mathematics Teacher Education

Volume 19, Issue 5

Deepening research on the mathematics teacher
Olive Chapman

A school-based professional development programme for teachers of mathematical modelling in Singapore
Liang Soon Tan, Keng Cheng Ang

Decentering: A construct to analyze and explain teacher actions as they relate to student thinking
Dawn Teuscher, Kevin C. Moore

Video-stimulated recall as a catalyst for teacher professional learning
Vince Geiger, Tracey Muir, Janeen Lamb

What they notice in video: a study of prospective secondary mathematics teachers learning to teach
Sarah A. Roller
Taking Stock: MTE’s Contribution to Building a Knowledge Base for the Practice of Mathematics Teacher Education
Kristen Bieda

Supporting Novice Teachers in Leading Discussions That Reach a Mathematical Point: Defining and Clarifying Mathematical Ideas
Erin E. Baldinger, University of Minnesota; Sarah Kate Selling, University of Utah; Rajeev Virmani, University of Saint Joseph

Developing an Interview Module to Support Secondary PST’s Noticing of Student Thinking
Kristin Lesseig, Washington State University Vancouver, Stephanie Casey; Eastern Michigan University, Debra Monson, University of St. Thomas; Erin E. Krupa, Montclair State University; Maryann Huey, Drake University

Unpacking the Practice of Probing Student Thinking
Dawn Teuscher, Brigham Young University; J. Matt Switzer, Texas Christian University; Tyler Morwood, Brigham Young University

Translating Learning Trajectories Into Useable Tools for Teachers
Cyndi Edgington, North Carolina State University; P. Holt Wilson, University of North Carolina at Greensboro; Paola Sztajn, North Carolina State University; Jared Webb, University of North Carolina at Greensboro;
Educational Psychologist

*Volume 51, Issue 1*

Social Influences on Interest
David A. Bergin

The Comprehensive Assessment of Rational Thinking
Keith E. Stanovich

Plausibility Judgments in Conceptual Change and Epistemic Cognition
Doug Lombardi, E. Michael Nussbaum & Gale M. Sinatra

Introduction to Special Section of *Educational Psychologist* on Educational Assessment: Validity Arguments and Evidence—Blending Cognitive, Instructional, and Measurement Models and Methods
James W. Pellegrino

A Framework for Conceptualizing and Evaluating the Validity of Instructionally Relevant Assessments
James W. Pellegrino, Louis V. DiBello & Susan R. Goldman

From Cognitive-Domain Theory to Assessment Practice
Randy E. Bennett, Paul Deane & Peter W. van Rijn

Test Takers and the Validity of Score Interpretations
Rebecca J. Kopriva, Martha L. Thurlow, Marianne Perie, Sheryl S. Lazarus & Amy Clark
Physical Activity and School Engagement in Youth: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis
Katherine B. Owen, Philip D. Parker, Brooke Van Zanden, Freya MacMillan, Thomas Astell-Burt & Chris Lonsdale

STEM Motivation Interventions for Adolescents: A Promising Start, but Further to Go
Emily Q. Rosenzweig & Allan Wigfield

Argumentation for Learning: Well-Trodden Paths and Unexplored Territories
Christa S. C. Asterhan & Baruch B. Schwarz

Explaining the Significance of Participationist Approaches for Understanding Students' Knowledge Acquisition
Nina Bonderup Dohn

Conceptualizing Debates in Learning and Educational Research: Toward a Complex Systems Conceptual Framework of Learning
Michael J. Jacobson, Manu Kapur & Peter Reimann

Disciplinary Literacies and Learning to Read for Understanding: A Conceptual Framework for Disciplinary Literacy
Susan R. Goldman, M. Anne Britt, Willard Brown, Gayle Cribb, MariAnne George, Cynthia Greenleaf, Carol D. Lee, Cynthia Shanahan & Project READI

Seven Affordances of Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning: How to Support Collaborative Learning? How Can Technologies Help?
Heisawn Jeong & Cindy E. Hmelo-Silver

Schools as Knowledge-Building Organizations: Thirty Years of Design Research
Bodong Chen & Huang-Yao Hong

Examining Productive Failure, Productive Success, Unproductive Failure, and Unproductive Success in Learning
Manu Kapur
Planned Missing Data Designs in Educational Psychology Research
Mijke Rhemtulla & Gregory R. Hancock

Multilevel and Single-Level Models for Measured and Latent Variables When Data Are Clustered
Laura M. Stapleton, Daniel M. McNeish & Ji Seung Yang

The Merits of Using Longitudinal Mediation
Paul E. Jose

Advances in Methods for Assessing Longitudinal Change
Kevin J. Grimm, Gina L. Mazza & Michèle M. M. Mazzocco

Mixture Modeling: Applications in Educational Psychology
Jeffrey R. Harring & Flaviu A. Hodis

Advances in Bayesian Modeling in Educational Research
Roy Levy

Social Network Methods for the Educational and Psychological Sciences
Tracy M. Sweet

Quasi-Experimental Designs for Causal Inference
Yongnam Kim & Peter Steiner
Educational Psychology Review

Volume 28, Issue 3

The Relation Between Self-Regulated Learning and Academic Achievement Across Childhood and Adolescence: A Meta-Analysis
Amy L. Dent, Alison C. Koenka

Associations of Parenting Styles and Dimensions with Academic Achievement in Children and Adolescents: A Meta-analysis
Martin Pinquart

Optimizing Word Learning via Links to Perceptual and Motoric Experience
Lea A. Hald, Jacqueline de Nooijer

Is Chinese Special? Four Aspects of Chinese Literacy Acquisition that Might Distinguish Learning Chinese from Learning Alphabetic Orthographies
Catherine Alexandra McBride

Meta-Analyses of the Effects of Tier 2 Type Reading Interventions in Grades K-3
Jeanne Wanzek, Sharon Vaughn, Nancy Scammacca

Assessing Teacher Appraisals and Stress in the Classroom: Review of the Classroom Appraisal of Resources and Demands
Christopher J. McCarthy, Richard G. Lambert

Parent Autonomy Support, Academic Achievement, and Psychosocial Functioning: a Meta-analysis of Research
Ariana C. Vasquez, Erika A. Patall

The Connection Between Teaching Methods and Attribution Errors
Carl Wieman, Ashley Welsh

How Effective is Example Generation for Learning Declarative Concepts?
Katherine A. Rawson, John Dunlosky